INDUCTION

Ewing Room of the Perkins Student Center
Sunday, November 14, 2010
2:00 p.m.

Presiding ........................................ Raymond Peters
                                     President
                                     Alpha of Delaware Chapter, Phi Beta Kappa

Induction of Class of 2009
First-Semester Members in Course ...... Raymond Peters, President
                                     Burnaby Munson, Vice President/Secretary
                                     Alpha of Delaware Chapter, Phi Beta Kappa

Remarks ........................................ Raymond Peters, President

“The Oceans and Climate Change” ......... Dr. David L. Kirchman
                                     2010 Alison Professor
                                     Marine Science

PHI BETA KAPPA MEMBERS IN COURSE
November 14, 2010

Elizabeth Jane Bonomo
Kevin Patrick Crum
Michele Fascelli
Christopher Daniel Gentile
Denise Guarino
Sean Thomas Hunt
Corinne Rae Kalota
Suranjit Mukherjee
Dariusz Krzysztof Murakowski
Morgan Briana Prettyman
Brittany Marie Schieler
Valerie Wynn Shurtleff
Laura Speers
Meredith Clare Stuart
Alissa Sheila Werzen
James Lawrence White
Marlene April Yandrisevits
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